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Introduction

ommunity Mobilization and Its Application to Youth
iolence Prevention

reg Kim-Ju, PhD, Gregory Y. Mark, DCrim, Robert Cohen, PhD, Orlando Garcia-Santiago, MPH, MA,
atty Nguyen, BA

bstract: In addressing health and social issues, there has been a shift since the 1990s to approaches
that focus more on making comprehensive community-based changes to affect individual
behavior. This article provides an overview of community mobilization to engage commu-
nity members in the process of addressing social and health issues, discusses current
models, and provides a case study. The balance of the article looks at other efforts reported
in this supplement, and the ways in which they have used community mobilization as a
viable strategy for preventing youth violence.
(Am J Prev Med 2008;34(3S):S5–S12) © 2008 American Journal of Preventive Medicine
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ommunity-based approaches that engage commu-
nity members in tackling community issues are
becoming increasingly important in disease pre-

ention and health promotion initiatives.1–5 Community-
ased approaches have addressed adolescent drug and
lcohol use,6,7 smoking,8 adolescent pregnancy,6,9 and
rime and violence.10 Community mobilization and par-
icipation strategies facilitate a broader, collective re-
ponse to community-defined social and health needs and
ive communities an effective voice in program delivery,
ervice, and policy.11 A critical determinant of success is
he degree to which community members, groups, and
rganizations are mobilized to participate and collaborate

n addressing community social and health issues.

verview

his article explores community mobilization and its
mpact on youth violence prevention outcomes. In
articular, it focuses on community mobilization as an

ncreasingly important strategy, providing the frame-
ork to encourage participation, cooperation, and col-

aboration for the “common good.”12 A brief review of
he history of community mobilization approaches to
ealth and social issues is followed by presentation of
everal models and critical organizing concepts, drawn

rom the Department of Psychology & Asian American Studies Pro-
ram, California State University, Sacramento (Kim-Ju, Nguyen), Sacra-
ento, California; Asian/Pacific Islander Youth Violence Prevention
enter (APIYVPC), University of Hawaii at Manoa (Mark, Garcia-
antiago), Honolulu, Hawaii; Department of Psychiatry, The Center
or the Study and Prevention of Youth Violence, Virginia Common-
ealth University (Cohen), Richmond, Virginia
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rom literatures in community development, health
romotion, crime prevention, community based re-
earch and interventions, and community organizing. A
ase study next illustrates the application of community
obilization to youth violence prevention. Finally, the

aper considers other community mobilization efforts
nd discusses implications for research and practice to
nhance community mobilization as a strategy for
reventing youth violence.

ommunity Mobilization

he concept of “community” is broad and varies by
iscipline (e.g., psychology, sociology, public health)
nd by emphasis of prevention/intervention initiatives
e.g., targeting neighborhoods, entire cities, or particular
ocial or cultural groups). One broad definition of com-
unity used in the social science and public health

iteratures13–15 refers to people who share a concern,
eographic area, or one or more population characteris-
ics (e.g., culture, age).16,17 The inclusion of community
n these literatures represents a shift in theory and prac-
ice, from addressing individual and single causative
gents of health and social issues to addressing psychoso-
ial and sociocultural factors and their interactions.

Community mobilization is broadly defined as individ-
als taking action organized around specific community

ssues.18 Grounded and guided by the seminal works of
loward and Ohlin,19 Alinsky,20 Arnstein,21 and Freire,22

arly community mobilization efforts attempted to view
he individual in relationship to the community (e.g.,
amily, neighborhood) to better understand the interplay
f individual characteristics, health conditions, and envi-
onmental factors. It was not until the 1990s, however,
hat researchers and specialists increasingly applied com-
unity mobilization approaches to public health issues.
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nformed to a large extent by the literatures on commu-
ity empowerment,23–25 community participation,26,27

apacity-building,28,29 community coalitions,4,30 and com-
unity organization and development,31,32 community
obilization offered support for non-individualized,

ommunity-based strategies to improve health outcomes.
This shift was evident in the international arena

here the concept of community mobilization relies
onsiderably on the “new health promotion” philoso-
hy and the practice of “enabling people to increase
ontrol over and to improve their health.”33 In this
ontext, community health emphasizes a socioecologic
pproach that requires broad-based changes in the
ocial and economic environment to improve health.
hus, by focusing on community mobilization and
ngagement, the “new health promotion”34 movement
hifted the focus of theory and practice away from
ndividual lifestyle behavior change to social determi-
ants of health.
In local communities in the U.S., organizations and

itizen groups have rallied around concerns such as
ubstance abuse, crime and violence,10 HIV/AIDS preven-
ion,35,36 and at-risk adolescents. These projects, focused
n the socially excluded, are grounded in the community
evelopment philosophy of mobilization, participation,
nd empowerment. Approaches that aim to mobilize and
mpower communities to identify their own health needs
nd facilitate ways to address those needs thus have
ained wider acceptance in public health.22,37

ommunity Mobilization Approaches and Models

cholars characterize the relationship between re-
earchers and communities in two ways: top-down (led
y experts) and bottom-up or grassroots (community-
riven). The top-down approach has the advantage of
ringing outside expertise (e.g., researchers) to deter-
ine the prevention or intervention strategies most

ikely to be effective in addressing community health
nd social issues. A top-down approach, however, can
ail to obtain the knowledge, involvement, and support
f community leadership, especially the true concerns,

nterests, and social and cultural structures of a commu-
ity. In contrast, the bottom-up or grassroots approach
as the advantage of including a wide spectrum of com-
unity members and institutions in efforts to reduce

ommunity-identified problems. Community members,
owever, may not have the expertise to design and

mplement effective strategies to address those problems.
et these two broad approaches are not mutually exclusive
nd may be better characterized as a continuum. Com-
unity mobilization approaches bring about change both

y bringing resources into the community and by mobi-
izing or reorganizing existing community assets.

In community mobilization, researchers and commu-
ity members together identify the causes of problems
o determine whether they are internal or external, and c

6 American Journal of Preventive Medicine, Volume 34, Num
ssess community resources to determine if any addi-
ional resources are needed to facilitate change. These
ey issues guide the relationships and roles of partici-
ants, the type of information they acquire, the level at
hich change is addressed (e.g., system versus individ-
al), and program delivery and policy implications. In
ll community mobilization approaches, a process of
esearch, education, and action encompasses a broad
artnership of individuals and groups. Four community
obilization models currently in use in the social

ciences and public health are participatory action
esearch, community-based participatory research, col-
aborative betterment, and community empowerment.

articipatory Action Research

articipatory action research (PAR) has evolved since the
970s. Its earlier work focused on community develop-
ent in emerging nations, and was used later as a way to

ddress issues challenging disadvantaged communities in
ndustrialized nations.38 For example, ethnic minority
tudents’ involvement and interest in their own commu-
ity needs eventually led to the formal institution of
thnic studies programs across the nation.39

Participatory action research is a systematic investiga-
ion of social and health problems that actively involves
isadvantaged communities through a collaborative pro-
ess of research, education, and social change. A key
lement of PAR is the relationship between researchers
nd community members, in which researchers provide
pecific research skills and community members provide
esources and knowledge about the community. Through

reciprocal transfer of knowledge, skills, capacity, and
ower, researchers and community members attempt to
olve problems together. This partnership generates new
nowledge (e.g., community-identified issues and analy-
is) and solutions (e.g., policy change, service delivery)
hat can raise consciousness and effect change.40,41

ommunity-Based Participatory Research

ne of the most common approaches to research and
ntervention in public health is community-based par-
icipatory research (CBPR). This approach, with roots in
nternational participatory action research and social jus-
ice movements of the 1970s and 1980s, has been used

ore recently in public health to address health inequal-
ties. Similar to PAR, CBPR is based on a collaborative
rocess of research, education, and action, where re-
earchers provide tools by which community members
dentify health needs and community members pro-
ide meaningful information about the community to
esearchers.

Where PAR focuses more on individuals in a community,
BPR is a systemic approach that empowers individuals and
roups. It is a collaborative effort by all partners (researchers,
ommunity, and organizational members), in which each

ontributes his or her strength to the integration of knowl-

ber 3S www.ajpm-online.net
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dge and action, to improve community-identified health
oncerns. All partners are involved in all phases of the
esearch process: planning, data collection, analysis,
nd dissemination.5 Through their participation, a shift
n community members’ understanding of health oc-
urs, from one that emphasizes reliance on the health-
are system to one in which health is seen as a resource
hat comes from the community. The understanding
nd approach of researchers also shifts, from interven-
ions that target the micro level to those targeting the

acro level.

ollaborative Betterment Model

he collaborative betterment model (CBM) uses a
op-down approach to address community health prob-
ems. Under CBM, large public, private, or nonprofit
nstitutions (e.g., universities or government agencies)
nitiate and form coalitions with communities to ad-
ress community health needs. Those external organi-
ations, rather than community members, generally
uide and control the process. Although community
epresentatives, in advisory roles, may inform the de-
ign of action plans, they are generally excluded from
ecision making and resource allocation. Thus, CBM is
ot necessarily designed to transfer power or ownership

o communities, but rather to deliver services and
rograms. Nevertheless, community building and ser-
ice and program delivery do occur and, in the process,
oalitions contribute “better practices” for addressing
ommunity health needs.42

ommunity Empowerment Model

he community empowerment model (CEM), similar
o CBM in concern for community building, service
nd program delivery, and policy advocacy in address-
ng community health concerns, differs in the way
nstitutions and communities relate to community or-
anizing, leadership development, power, and owner-
hip. Rather than serving as “objects” of research and
ntervention, community representatives are “subjects”
f their own research and intervention. Thus, they
erve to enhance their community’s capacity to estab-
ish goals and to control resources to address health
hallenges. Under CEM, communities initiate the coa-
ition process through community organizing, and
ommunity representatives can assume power and con-
rol over the mission, decision making, and action
lans. Institutions outside the community generally
rovide support to the coalition’s goals, but do not play

primary role. The process, then, is guided and
ontrolled by community representatives and not insti-
utions outside the community.

Although these community mobilization models vary
n the relationship between researcher and community,
hey are not mutually exclusive. For example, Himmel-
an42 maintains that CBM and CEM can serve as i

arch 2008
uides to the coalition process between institutions and
ommunities. A critical aspect of community mobiliza-
ion models is that community members become in-
olved in a social process whereby community needs are
ddressed through social action.43–45 Partnership
uilding highlights the idea of communities as social
etworks and social ties and is integral to the construct
f social capital.46 Partnerships may take several forms:
1) Strategic partnerships involve the development of
olicies, the understanding of problems and issues, and

he shaping of the political will to tackle these problems
nd issues; (2) Tactical partnerships involve establishing
ommittees and developing legislation, targets, budgets
nd resources to deal with issues; and (3) Operational
artnerships focus on action. The structure of partner-
hips can vary and may include formal organizations as
ell as individuals and grassroots organizations that have

ormed around a recent event or an ongoing local
oncern.

Community mobilization, considered the first step in
ommunity organization and development, is based on
he premise that active participation of community mem-
ers and groups will lead to greater effectiveness and
fficiency in addressing problems.47 Central to this con-
ept is emphasis on (1) community building and social
apital to foster positive connections among individu-
ls, groups, neighborhoods, and organizations, and
2) empowerment-based interventions to strengthen
he norms and problem-solving resources of the com-

unity.46 Thus, community mobilization operates on
he basis of a coordinative process to address commu-
ity health concerns.
This interactive process includes several stages that

ring people together to address community health is-
ues. The first stage—preparing the ground—involves the
reation of a steering group to explore community issues.
his includes setting priorities during initial planning,
aking contact with relevant community groups and

eaders (both formal and informal), and identifying avail-
ble resources and a management structure. The next
tage—developing capacity—builds capacity for strategic
lanning, interpersonal communication, and group pro-
esses. The third stage—assessment—consists of assessing
he needs and issues most important to the community.
he fourth stage—implementation—involves performing

argeted community interventions to foster behavior
hange. The final stage—evaluation—focuses on docu-
enting the progress, identifying barriers to progress,

nd redirecting efforts to activities that may be more
ffective.48

ommunity Mobilization and Youth
iolence Prevention

outh violence is defined as an act—intentional, actual, or

mplied—against oneself or another person, group, or

Am J Prev Med 2008;34(3S) S7
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ommunity that leads to injury, death, or psychological
arm,49 in which individuals—perpetrator or victim—are
0–24 years old.50 Although youth homicide rates have
eclined in recent years, homicide is the second leading
ause of death for people in this age group. In fact, nearly
8% of homicides in the U.S. in 2000 were committed by
ndividuals under age 24. Among ethnic minorities, ho-

icide is the leading cause of death for African-American
outh, second for Hispanic-American youth, and third for
merican Indian and Alaska Native youth and Asian
acific Islander youth.50 Of the 5486 youth homicides
eported in 2001, 85% involved males and 15% involved
emales.50

Research has identified four levels of risk factors for
outh violence: individual (e.g., poor behavioral con-
rol, low IQ); familial (e.g., family violence and conflict,
ack of parental involvement); peer/school (e.g., poor
cademic achievement, gang involvement); and com-
unity (e.g., community violence and lack of social

ohesion within a community).49,50 Several protective
actors (individual or environmental) can serve to
uffer risks of violence, including high IQ, positive
ocial orientation, intolerance toward deviance at the
ndividual level, and commitment to school and social
ngagement at the peer/school level. Because youth
iolence is a complex public health issue that affects the
hole community and involves multiple risk and protec-

ive factors at multiple levels, changing it requires an
cologic, interdisciplinary approach (e.g., medicine, epi-
emiology, education, psychology) that emphasizes the
ollective action of various sectors (e.g., health, social
ervices, education). Such change further requires a sci-
ntific method that enables researchers to identify the
auses and consequences of youth violence systematically
nd design intervention programs to create environments
hat allow for health and development.49

The community mobilization approach affords great
apacity to understand and identify risk and protective
actors at multiple levels, to prevent and reduce youth
iolence, and to create safe communities using empiri-
ally supported programs.51 For example, researchers can
dentify risk factors that may be related to an individual
eing a victim or perpetrator of violence (individual level)
nd how exposure to violence through the individual’s
elationships with peers and family members can lead to
epeated abuse by the perpetrator (family or peer level).52

urther, identifying links among different types of vio-
ence (e.g., suicidal behavior and child maltreatment) can
educe these types of violence for youth.53,54

Community mobilization also offers youth violence
esearch the potential for a comprehensive strategy to
upport and facilitate the integration of community
articipation and collaboration, both in preventing
outh violence and in building safe, healthy, and peace-
ul communities.55 Public health approaches to youth
iolence characterize three levels of intervention: pri-

ary (preventing violence before it occurs), secondary B

8 American Journal of Preventive Medicine, Volume 34, Num
reducing risk factors associated with violence), and
ertiary (reducing negative effects stemming from vio-
ence).56 Community mobilization approaches can be
esigned to address all three levels, and thereby facili-
ate a move from the punitive model of the judicial
ystem to a model based on strength.

Community mobilization approaches to youth vio-
ence prevention can also facilitate the development of
ulturally appropriate and sensitive interventions. Al-
hough violence affects all youth, an increasing number
f ethnic minority youth are being directly or indirectly
ffected by violence.50 Community participation in pro-
ram initiatives is traditionally low among disadvantaged
r underrepresented groups.57 Researchers have identi-
ed several barriers to community participation, includ-

ng poorly designed services,58 lack of trust of health
ervices, and language barriers.59 More culturally specific
nd sensitive strategies to address these barriers can
epresent the concerns of the community, especially if the
epresentation reflects the community’s diversity.60

ase Study: East Bay Chinese Youth Council

n Oakland’s Chinatown in 1967, approximately 28
outh between the ages of 15 and 18 formed a group
alled Oakland Suey Sing Boys.61 They were motivated
y their need for a place to “hang out” and to protect
hemselves from rival Oakland groups. One strategy to
nsure their safety was to ally with another gang, from
he San Francisco Suey Sing Tong. As the Oakland Suey
ing Boys group developed, it faced challenges from
ther groups (e.g., the Chicanos at Oakland Technical
igh School and The Rickshaw Runners, an Oakland-

ased American-born group of Chinese and Japanese
outh). In 1968, the Suey Sing Tong recruited many
ang members into their group in an attempt to
ontrol rising youth crime and violence.

In August 1969, a diverse group that included the
akland Suey Sing Boys, the leader of the San Fran-

isco Suey Sing Tong, and high school and college
tudents founded the East Bay Chinese Youth Council
EBCYC) in Oakland’s Chinatown. The early organiza-
ional meetings were held in the Chinese Presbyterian
hurch, where members and associates, most of whom
ere American-born Chinese college students, desired
progressive voice in the Oakland Chinatown area. In
arch 1970, EBCYC became an incorporated nonprofit

rganization. As a result, many college students were
aid from college work-study funds, and received in-
ernship credit, and a handful were hired as Field Work
ssistants by the University of California, Berkeley,
sian American Studies Program. By 1971, the EBCYC

taff numbered close to 45 people, ranging in age from
5 to 29. Most were volunteers and included high
chool students, gang members from the Suey Sing

oys, community members, and college students.

ber 3S www.ajpm-online.net
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One of the original goals of EBCYC was to assist Chinese
outh through education, recreation, social services, and
mployment opportunities. As EBCYC developed, its goals
ecame more refined and focused on (1) increasing fund-
ng and social services to East Bay Asian American youth
e.g., the Oakland Chinese immigrant youth); (2) provid-
ng opportunities for youth to serve other East Bay Asian
merican youth; (3) developing leadership among the
outh; and (4) empowering the local Asian American
ommunity. Fundraisers, private donations, and small
rants supported a number of programs.
From 1969 to 1972, a broad range of programs were

eveloped to support EBCYC’s goals, including (1) a
ilingual tutorial and counseling program at Lincoln
lementary School, Westlake Junior High School, Oak-

and Technical High School, and Oakland High
chool; (2) a monthly Asian film festival; (3) a People’s
ervice (e.g., community clean up, legal aid, draft coun-
eling); (4) an annual community festival; (5) a job-
eferral program; (6) a health survey/referral program;
7) a youth field trip recreation activities program; and
8) a community school for Chinese immigrant newcom-
rs, accredited by the Oakland School District. Many of
hese programs were under the umbrella of EBCYC’s
ummer War on Poverty Neighborhood Youth Corps
rogram. This 10-week summer program employed over
00 Oakland youth (14–18 years old) for 26 hours per
eek, from 1970 to 1972. The programs were run out of

he EBCYC office in Oakland’s Chinatown. Important
ommunity partners, in addition to the Presbyterian
hurch, the Suey Sing Tong, the Oakland Public School
istrict, and the four aforementioned schools, included

he Chinese American Citizens Alliance, Oakland Chinese
ommunity Council, and the Lincoln Park Recreation
enter. The EBCYC played another noteworthy advo-
acy role for Asian American youth, by being instru-
ental in increasing social services for Asian American

outh. For example, the organization urged the Oak-
and School District and its funding organizations to
mplement bilingual/bicultural programs for children
ho spoke an Asian language.
In late 1972 and early 1973, conditions spurred

BCYC to transition into a broader organization, East
ay Asians for Community Action (EBACA). Although

till focused on youth and the Chinese community, the
ouncil also wanted to include other age groups and
ther Asian Americans. (Although EBACA existed for
nly two years, one of its subprojects, Asian Health
ervices, is still operating in the heart of Oakland’s
hinatown.) A major factor in EBCYC’s transition to
BACA was gang members. Younger gang members
ere motivated more by the hope for “easy money”

hrough the organization than by bringing about com-
unity empowerment. At one point, the major San

rancisco Chinatown gang leader, who had been em-
loyed as a San Francisco gang outreach worker, initi-

ted a hostile takeover of the EBCYC club house, a

arch 2008
rograms, and staff. Although he successfully recruited
ew Suey Sing Boys and their friends, he was rebuffed
y older members of the Oakland Suey Sing Boys, who
ad been involved with EBCYC. Due to the positive

nfluence of EBCYC, the older gang members did not
ant to get involved with him. In response, the older
ang members, the EBCYC Board of Directors, and the
taff were instrumental in creating the new organiza-
ion, EBACA.

Involvement in EBCYC and EBACA had a profound
mpact on the Oakland Suey Sing Boys. For example,

any older members adopted principles consistent
ith the founding college students and became con-
erned with improving the life and community of
hinatown. They also influenced new members by
ncouraging them to participate in programs such as
he Summer War on Poverty Neighborhood Youth
orps. Follow-up interviews after the young people
ecame adults showed that 20 of them married and had
hildren, and 17 live in the greater San Francisco Bay
rea with successful professional and personal lives.
even own and operate businesses (one is a well known
hef in New Orleans) and nearly 20 are employed in
ccupations such as hairstylists and auto mechanics.
lthough four members continued using drugs and two
ommitted serious crimes, interviews revealed that
one of them wanted their children to be involved in
angs.
Involvement as members of the EBCYC leadership

nd staff proved to be an important training ground for
uture leaders. Many still work and live in the China-
own area. For over 30 years, they have played impor-
ant roles in the public and private sectors, becoming
ivil rights attorneys, businesspeople, and educators.
ne former Neighborhood Youth Corps worker has

een in the Asian Health Services for over 15 years.
This case study, illustrating community mobilization

fforts and youth violence, presents several lessons.
irst, as was the case with the Oakland Suey Sing Boys,
ang formation is not simply a product of greed and
rrational deviant behavior, but rather a function of
outh members seeking protection from harassment
nd discrimination. Recent studies have shown that
angs can play a role in protecting individuals from
arassment or buffering negative experiences with out-
roup members.62,63 Second, youth violence is partly
nfluenced by other gangs and can lead to an increase
n gang activity within a community. Although the

akland Suey Sing Boys functioned as a gang prior to
heir connection with other groups, they were acknowl-
dged as a gang only after they became affiliated with
arger groups. To tackle youth violence, researchers

ust examine patterns of gang development and their
roliferation across urban areas.
Community organizations can influence the direc-

ions that gangs take. This was seen in the development

nd demise of the Suey Sing Boys, who were influenced

Am J Prev Med 2008;34(3S) S9
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y a number of different organizations in the Chinese
ommunity, particularly EBCYC. Thus, researchers
hould continue to investigate gangs and their activities
s well as the broader social networks64 in the community
nd the types of services and opportunities available to
isadvantaged groups.
Elements of participatory action research (PAR) and

he community empowerment model (CEM) can be
een in the community mobilization efforts in this case
tudy. This was a community-driven, bottom-up approach
n which leadership and core staff were primarily college
tudents, with none under the direct or indirect supervi-
ion of university faculty. Most came from the Asian
merican community and half were bilingual in Can-

onese and English. Consistent with PAR, EBCYC investi-
ated social and health problems by actively involving area
outh through a collaborative process of research, educa-
ion, and social change. The organization’s structure
rovided investigative research opportunities at the Board
f Director, staff, and project levels. The EBCYC also
mployed major elements of CEM. Close attention was
aid to community building, service and program deliv-
ry, and policy advocacy in addressing community con-
erns. For better or worse, the community-based EBCYC
ontrolled its own mission, goals, objectives, action plans,
nd ultimately its own destiny. By paying attention to the
essons described above, researchers and community

embers can bring a more comprehensive and culturally
ensitive approach to their mobilization efforts to reduce
outh violence and build safe and healthy communities.

ommunity Mobilization and Contemporary Youth
iolence Prevention Efforts

everal of the articles in this supplement65–72 describe a
ariety of approaches to mobilizing communities to
revent or reduce youth violence. Definitions of com-
unity vary, as does the subject matter addressed and

he mobilization approaches employed. These differ-
nces are attributable to the nature of the concerns
eing addressed, the structure and dynamic of the
ommunity in which the work is performed, and the
hilosophical perspective of those engaged in mobili-
ation. At the same time, common themes can be
ound.

One area in which differences are readily apparent is
he definition of community. In some initiatives, the
arameters of the community include the entire city or

ocality,65,66 whereas other mobilization efforts have tar-
eted specific neighborhood or housing projects,67–70 or
ven specific blocks within a neighborhood.71 Many com-
unity mobilization efforts have employed user-friendly

esearch methodologies such as PAR and CBPR to
nform the process and empower the target community,
y conducting assessments of community needs and

trengths.65,71 t
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Consistent with CEM, many of the mobilization ef-
orts recruited community residents to collect and
nalyze information that would form the basis for their
ction plans. For example, in Riverside, California,
esidents conducted an “asset mapping” survey to un-
erstand available neighborhood assets and the uses of
hese assets to foster neighborhood mobilization and
evitalization.68 In San Diego, residents were recruited
s hosts, willing to convene other residents to assess
ommunities and identify potential leaders for the
obilization effort.72 In Richmond, geo-mapping was

sed to assist residents in demonstrating the relation-
hip between the incidence of violence and areas where
ertain alcoholic beverages were sold in convenience
tores, for presentation to a regulatory body.65

The collection and analysis of qualitative data has
lso been used to evaluate the impact of mobilization
fforts. The organizational empowerment project in
lint66 and the Constructing Peace project in New York
ity,67 designed to help youth cope with the aftermath
f 9/11, both employed ATLAS.ti methodology to
nalyze themes related to project goals.

Several community mobilization projects not only
cknowledged the importance of sensitivity to cultural
ifferences and influence but also incorporated com-
onents of the target community’s culture into their
rogrammatic strategies. The Hui Malama o ke Kai
roject in Hawaii70 and the violence prevention part-
ership development project in Puerto Rico69 inten-

ionally employed values and customs of the indigenous
ulture to foster youth and community development.

The diversity of mobilization approaches described
n this supplement provides an opportunity to examine
he implications of how community is defined and
hich strategies are employed. For instance, the
roader community efforts in Flint and Richmond have
he potential to affect large segments of the commu-
ity. At the same time, the scope of these efforts makes

t more likely that representatives from organizational
nd governance sectors will play key leadership roles in
he mobilization effort, and more difficult to involve
arge numbers of local residents. Even when organizers
re able to successfully engage youth, as the Flint
rogram did, these individuals serve more as represen-
atives of their broader constituency group than as
gents of change in their own neighborhoods. The
id-City Community Advocacy Network Project in San
iego was able to overcome this obstacle, in part, by
rganizing smaller collaboratives through the house
eeting mechanism, in which hosts each recruited 10

eighbors from their block to participate in discussions
bout initiating a community engagement project.72

Mobilization efforts directed at specific neighbor-
oods and other small geographic areas can more
eadily develop and implement comprehensive strate-
ies for engaging and empowering communities. Al-

hough the process requires considerable time to ma-
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M

ure fully, tangible results may be seen more quickly in
fforts targeting smaller, discrete geographic areas.
A common theme in most of the programs described

n this supplement is the importance and complexity of
stablishing an effective relationship between academic
nd community partners.65,67,68,70 This challenge is
ade more daunting when academic and community

artners are of different cultural backgrounds. Sugges-
ions for building trust include: (1) explicitly acknowl-
dging differences and conflicts between researchers
nd administrators/elected officials68; (2) creating a
ommon vision and shared meaning through active
ngagement and the development of consensus67;
3) demonstrating commitment of the university by
iving back to the community through membership on
oards and community services70; and (4) establishing
shared expectation that effective mobilization re-

uires a long-term commitment.70

Most of the authors in this supplement have explicitly
xpressed their intention to engage and empower
ommunity stakeholders through the mobilization pro-
ess. The extent to which the relationship becomes
enuinely bilateral and actually results in increased
wnership and competence by community participants
ill be determined as much by the specific aims,

tructure, and process adopted by those organizing the
obilization effort as it will by the stated philosophical

erspectives of the university and community stake-
olders. For example, the Hawaii, Riverside, and Kan-
as activities68,70,71 recruited local residents as the pri-
ary agents of mobilization and used governance

tructures composed of community residents to deter-
ine how to implement the mobilization process.
hese geographically targeted, citizen-led approaches
odel and support empowerment.
Finally, the process of mobilization seems to be facili-

ated by use of a developmental framework. Examples of
hese frameworks include the Institute of Medicine model
sed in Kansas71 and the Communication for Social
hange Model employed in Puerto Rico69 to foster the
evelopment of partnerships to (1) assist police in their
fforts to improve relations with community residents,
2) empower residents to improve the environment in
hich they live, and (3) establish a human service infra-

tructure to complement law enforcement activities.

onclusion

ommunity mobilization is the first step in engaging
ndividuals and organizations to address community
ocial and health issues collectively and to direct action
oward changing adverse social conditions affecting
ndividuals, communities, and public health. Successful
se of community mobilization relies on several under-

ying factors, especially in terms of collaborative part-
ership: (1) The goal cannot be reached by any one
ndividual or group working alone; (2) Participants in-
1

arch 2008
lude a diversity of individuals and groups who represent
he concern and/or geographic area or population; and
3) Shared interests make consensus among the prospec-
ive partners possible. For these reasons, the community

obilization approach facilitates cultural appropriate-
ess, wide reach, and a great sense of community owner-
hip of the intervention in the process of addressing
mmediate social and health concerns and creating safer
ocial conditions. It should be noted that community
obilization is time-intensive, process-oriented, and com-

licated, in part, by the number of individuals and orga-
izations involved. Our own example of EBCYC illustrates
ow conflicts between organizations or key community

eaders can lead to complications and reduce effective-
ess. Some researchers and practitioners may be reluctant

o work with individuals and organizations in communi-
ies. However, community mobilization is an important
ool that can be used by Violence Prevention Centers such
s those described in this supplement to show a new
eneration of young individuals the importance of re-
earch and education in bringing about social change.
ltimately, individuals who blend community and re-

earch may lead the “new health promotion” field that
ttempts to integrate the strengths of community and
esearch, and rely less on medical models that attempt to
dentify the root cause of behavior by focusing on and
reating the individual in isolation from the community.

o financial disclosures were reported by the authors of this
aper.
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